General Education Requirements | UWM Equivalent | Required Credits | Comp | Need
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Inter Arts Core (refer to specific tracks below) |  |  |  |  |
  IAT only: Arts (9 credits of directed courses taken in residence at UWM)  
  Art 216 Digital Imaging & Design | Art 118 | 12 |  |  |
  Dual Degree only: Arts (in PSOA outside of home department, in 3 arts areas) |  | 12 |  |  |
  Humanities as defined by the UW system as a GER HU course |  | 6 |  |  |
  Social Science as defined by the UW system as a GER SS course |  | 6 |  |  |
  Natural Science as defined by the UW system as a GER NS course, and a GER NS+ course (at least one course must be a field or lab) |  | 6 |  |  |
  ENG 101 Composition I | ENG 101 | 3 |  |  |
  ENG 102 Composition II (satisfies English Part A requirement) | ENG 102 | 3 |  |  |
  MAT 110 College Algebra or MAT 108 Quantitative Reasoning MAT 109 or Math Literacy & Algebra (any satisfy Math Part A requirement) | MATH 105  
MATH 103 | 3 |  |  |
  Cultural Diversity as defined by the UW system as a GER CD course (IAT students may complete requirement through elective course Art 309, required in residence at UWM; Dual Degree students may complete requirement through available major courses, where applicable) | No equivalent | 3 |  |  |
  Foreign Language as defined by the UW system (passing grades in 2 consecutive years of high school-level instruction in a single foreign language or passing grades in 2 consecutive semesters, minimum 6 credits, of college level instruction in a single foreign language) | Varies | Varies |  |  |
**SUBTOTAL** | **30** |  |  |  |

Final Notes: All Inter-Arts Majors

1 Students must audition prior to being accepted into Dual Degree: Music or Dance emphasis.
2 Students with a focus in Film must submit a portfolio for review after completing 18 credits of Foundation curriculum and 6 credits of Foundation Studios.
3 Students pursuing the IAT/Arts Tech Track must submit a portfolio for review after 24 credits of Core and Pre-Portfolio coursework.
4 For more information on course equivalencies, visit the UW System Transfer Information System Website: [http://www.uwsa.edu/tis/](http://www.uwsa.edu/tis/).
5 All university Part A Math & English proficiencies require a “C” or better to satisfy the requirement.

*Due to the specificity of courses, students interested in the arts should only attend a UW-College for a maximum of one year.* Early interaction with UWM’s course of study is the most effective way of completing degree requirements in a timely manner. It is strongly recommended that you contact an advisor at UWM in the PSOA as soon as possible to discuss transfer options. For more information on course equivalencies, visit the UW System Transfer Information System Website: [http://www.uwsa.edu/tis/](http://www.uwsa.edu/tis/). For further assistance, please contact the Peck School of the Arts Advising Office at (414)229-4763.